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 The -Keio Economic Studies is published biannually by the -Keio Economic 
Society to encourage the research in economic theory, applied economics and 
economic history.

 The annual subscription price (postage free) is Y 2,500 for residents in Japan 
and ̀$10.00 otherwise. Checks should be made payable to the Keio Economic 
Studies, and sent directly to the Keio Economic Society, Keio University, 
2-15_-45 Mita, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 108. -
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(a) Papers should be clearly typed on 'sturdy paper and double spaced. Two 
   copies should be sent to the Editorial Committee-of the Keio Economic 

Society, Keio tjniversity,_2-15-45 Mita, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 108. The 
journal publishes articles in English in principle. _ - -

(b) The first page of the paper should include: ' _(i) the title of the paper 
(il) an abstract with less than 100 words - 

   -(iii) the -nameiand institutionalaffiliation of the author . 
(c) Footnotes, especially those with complicated mathematical expressions, 

   should be avoided.as far as possible. -- 
( d") -References should be indicated by a reference number in square brackets. 

- They should be listed together at the end of the paper. _ - -
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